
hr. 'ill Neichter 	 ,0/1/92 
1313 Lyndon Ave. 
Louis'Ciille, KY 40222 

Dear 

Your wife was wonderfully helpful in the book that by now has grown rather large. 
I hope that if you have not yet explored the Cooper archive you might be able to get a 
record or records by a telephoned request to its archivist. 

I have from the Russell archive at the universoty of Georgia confirmation of our 
relationship and of our agreement that the single-bullet theory was impossible. 

understand that Copper believed as Russell did and that ;Oggs was not as firm 
on his agreement. k-Cal dit414,, 

It is my hope that Cooper left some record of this, of his disagreement with the 
single-bullet theory, and perhaps of his participation in the 9/16/64 executive session 
at which Rwlell at least expressed his disbleief. 

With some of these archives those in'charge of the deposits cobperati on telephone 
requests they consider responsible or from those they have reason to believe are respon- 
sible. 6o, if you aro not too bisy, would you please request of the custodian of the 
cooper archive any records relating to his attitude toward the single-bullet theory 
and any records he may have left relating to his signing of the *"eport or the belief 
he had when he signed it? 

What 4' have will be, I am confident, a very powerful work if it can get any attention 
at all. I believe it will be even more so if I can include what cooper may have left in 
his records relating in any way to this. 

I will have the chapter in which this would be completed by the time you get this 
letter but it can be inserted easily. A dear-Mend, Historian Dave Wrone, is retyping 
my rough draft on his computerand that permits easy insertiom. 

I hope you can find the time. May thanks again to your and your wife, 

sincerely, 

Harold Weisberg 


